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in excess of cost as time goes by. Our implementa
tion started in 1980, Based on our experience and 
that of other states, we know PMSS is still in its 

infancy and its full potential will only be realized 
with time and use. 
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Idaho Transportation Department Project Development 

Management Scheduling and Control System 
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The Idaho Transportation Department uses a commercial computer program, 
the Management Scheduling and Control System (MSCS), to schedule project
development work activities, forecast project completion dates, and forecast 
required staff within the 10-year construction planning schedule. The MSCS 
program is available from MCAUTO, a McDonnell Douglas company. Idaho has 
been forecasting and scheduling project development with MSCS since 1975. 
Idaho operates MSCS in a resource-constrained, multiproject mode against all 
projects simultaneously. MSCS calculates activity start and finish dates, 
extends project completion dates, splits activities, and sets priorities for re· 
source allocation according to project start dates, project networks, personnel 
limits, and management priority for relative importance among projects in the 
same fiscal year. Management uses the personnel forecasts to determine five
year personnel complements. One person operates the system for 400-700 
projects. New projects are modeled in 4-6 min/project from computer libraries 
of various networks. Activity durations and resource quantities are selected 
from the libraries according to the elements and complexity of each project. 
Bimonthly updates are transmitted to headquarters from six district minicom
puters via telephone lines. The Idaho Division of the Federal Highway Adminis
tration has accepted Idaho's use of MSCS as the monitoring and reporting sys
tem for project development. This acceptance has eliminated written monthly 
reports and other proofs of monitoring required by FHWA under certification 
acceptance. Due to MSCS communication and scheduling, internal project ac
tion correspondence has been reduced by 70 percent. The information in this 
report is current to 1982. 

The Idaho Transportation Department has been fore
casting and scheduling project development with the 
Management Scheduling and Control System (MSCS) 
since January 1975. MSCS is a product of the 
McDonnell Douglas Automation Company (MCAUTO). 

Idaho operates MSCS in a resource-constrained 
multiproject mode against all projects simultane
ously. The MSCS program calculates activity start 
and finish dates, splits activities, sets priorities 
for resource allocation, and extends project comple
tion dates according to project start date, network 
sequence, available personnel limits, and management 
priority. Personnel needs are also forecast by MSCS 
and are used by management in budgeting and setting 
personnel complements. MSCS provides a schedule of 
services by activity start and finish dates, pro
vides ready-to-advertise dates for the 10-year 
construction program and through the administrator's 
report, and provides for reporting of the exceptions 
via staff comments. The Federal Highway Administra
tion (FHWA) has accepted Idaho's use of MSCS as the 
monitoring and reporting system for all project 
development functions. This acceptance has elimi
nated a multitude of written monthly reports and 
other proofs of action and monitoring that were 
otherwise required by FHWA under certification 
acceptance. 

The state highway administrator requires all 
federal aid and state projects to be on MSCS except 
for stockpiles, areawide pavement marking or signing 
projects, and buildings. All Division of Highways 
projects under consulting engineering contract are 
reported on MSCS. 

The state highway administrator uses the forecast 
of ready-to-advertise date for each project to 
determine the not-earlier-than date for program 
fiscal year of construction in the 10-year program. 
If a project is not updated and, as a result, it 
slips two months with each two-month update report
ing period, it will soon slip into the next fiscal 
year of the program. The state highway adminis
trator requires MSCS to 

1. Provide forecast ready-to-advertise dates for 
scheduling the 10-year construction program: 

2. Provide a schedule of project activities for 
each section supervisor, group leader, or lead tech
nician with project responsibilities in the dis
tricts: 

3. Provide activity scheduling for headquarters 
project development services: i.e., bridge, right
of-way, materials, traffic, utilities, railroad 
agreements, environmental, and program control: 

4. Provide statewide project development commu
nication whereby all involved personnel see the same 
information at the same time on any given project: 

5. Provide current and future resource require
ments for personnel forecasts and provide analysis 
of available resources versus need for consulting 
engineering on projects by one district for another 
district or by outside private consulting engineer
ing firms: 

6. Provide exception reporting for management to 
detect delays on specific actions and project slip
page versus the program target: and 

7. Provide trial testing of program scheduling 
and project priority decisions before they are 
implemented by management. 

REPORTS 

The state highway administrator uses the program 
administrator's report (Figure 1), which contains 
all projects in the 10-year program, for determining 
the earliest letting dates when adjusting the 10-
year construction program. The administrator's 
report is also used to determine exceptions via the 
staff comments. The state highway administrator has 
directed the format of a gain-slip report that shows 
the gain or slip of a project in relation to the 
program. 

The gain-slip report was specified by the state 
highway administrator for the purpose of reviewing 
the state-sponsored federal-aid projects in the 
first three program years. The gain-slip report 
provides simple and direct indication of the 
progress being made in project development on the 
federal-aid program. Since larger projects will 
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Figure 1. Idaho Transportation Department program administrator's exception report. 
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vary substantially in gain or slip as work goes on, 
slippage of more than three months (60 working days) 
is cause for management to request status evaluation. 

The gain-slip report excludes the following 
categories of projects: 

1. Environmental and location-only projects, 
2. State maintenance projects, 
3. State safety and r ehabil i ta tion projects, 
4. All locally sponsored projects, 
5. The six-year source acquisition program, and 
6. All projects scheduled for construction be

yond fiscal year (FY) 1983. 

The gain-slip report includes all state-sponsored 
federal-aid projects programmed for FY 1981, FY 
1982, and FY 1983. 

Gain or slip is shown by program plus or minus 
working days. The July forecast is subtracted from 
the program target finish date. If the July fore
cast is earlier than the program, the working days 
are a plus (+) gain. If the July forecast is later 
than the program target finish, the working day 
difference is a minus (-). When the September up
date arrives, the September forecast will be the 
date subtracted for each project. 

The program target is the model of the project 
set to finish on October l, the beginning of the 
program fiscal year approved by the transportation 
board. If a project has been reprogrammed due to 
slippage from the original program year, the origi
nal program year is still the program target. If 
reprogramming occurs due to funding shifts or pri
ority or need decisions, the program target model is 
shifted to meet the new program fiscal year. Pro
gram targets are only changed with the approval of 
the state highway administrator. 

The gain-slip report is distributed with the 
regular MSCS administrator reports. An example 
report is shown in Figure 2. The state highway 
administrator feels that this report provides the 
necessary management control of project development. 

The Idaho Transportation Department Director uses 
a special program administrator's report that shows 
public hearing and environmental clearance forecast 
dates in addition to predicted bid advertising dates 
and staff exception comments. 

Any report can be revised or created for content 
or format at the request of the user. Report crea-

tion and generation requires about 45 min. Although 
all sorts of special analysis reports can be de
vised, the two usual categories of reports are staff 
reports and management reports. 

Staff reports are activity reports selected on 
activities desired by the individual and needed for 
updating. The activity reports provide scheduling 
of start and finish dates, duration of original 
activity, and duration remaining for activities in 
progress. A sample staff report, a bridge group 
leader report, is shown in Figure 3, with updating 
marked by that group leader. 

Management reports usually are selected on event 
activities--i.e., those that do not have substantial 
duration in working days and do not have assigned 
resources. 

START DATES 

Project start dates are selected so that predicted 
ready-to-advertise-for-bids dates fall on or near 
the October 1 beginning of the federal fiscal year. 
Start dates are adjusted to an earlier date in the 
operating MSCS file if resource limitation causes 
the project forecast to slip past the program target 
finish date. Projects that must start immediately 
in order to meet their program year do not have an 
entered start date. MSCS automatically starts a 
project on the current date if a late start date has 
not been used. 

ENTERING NEW PROJECTS, UPDATES, COMMENTS, CHANGES 

The Idaho Transportation Department's data-proces
sing computer center uses Remote On-System Conserva
tion Entry (ROSCOE) software for handling all com
puter entry data and submittal of computer jobs to 
the main machine processing queue. ROSCOE' s appli
cation to operation of MSCS is the tool by which we 
are able to maintain precoded network activit ies and 
resources and build data sets of updates, correc
tions, new projects, and report requests for sub
mittal to the MSCS file. MSCS operation commands 
and report requests are also stored in ROS COE f o r 
selection in operating the MSCS program. 

Rather than using the planning value and additive 
methodology, we have precoded all types of networks 
with activity durations and resources and stored 
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Figure 2. Sample gain-slip report. 
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them in the ROSCOE utility library. By using a 
systematic index we call up copies of desired net
works or parts of networks and assemble the project 
on the cathode ray tube (CRT) screen by using 
ROSCOE. The assembled project is stored as a sub
mittal data set in another part of the ROSCOE util
ity library. The loading of a new project requires 
the usual project identification numbers, descrip
tive name of the project, intended fiscal year of 
construction in the program, and selection of the 
type of network, selected activity legs such as 
utilities and railroad, number of right-of-way 
parcels, and designation of each structure. With 
the exception of network selection and number of 
right-of-way parcels, all of this information is 
normally required for programming approval. An 
example of project input with network selections, 
right-of-way, and structures is shown in Figure 4. 
ROSCOE takes 4-6 min to assemble a project network 
with all modifications peculiar to that project and 
have it ready for submittal to the MSCS file. 

NETWORKS 

A few of Idaho's project-modeling networks are in 
Figures 5-7 and the MSCS program follows these net
works in its calculation of start and finish dates. 
The networks are created by roadway design in 
cooperation with the districts and affected head
quarters sections. District recommendations for 
network changes are used to make network revisions. 
The networks are models of the relation of activi
ties in developing projects. As work procedures 
change due to new requirements or regulations, the 
networks on the ROSCOE 1 ibr ary and project networks 
that exist on the MSCS file are changed to fit the 
new conditions by using computer commands that find 
networks and activities by defined characteristics. 

External priority is used on management-selected 
projects where management has decided that a project 

08JUL 61 O'iSEP8l 260.0 
READY FOR f(NAL CESJGtt REV[B1 

is more important than other projects in the same 
year of the program. Priority is attached to the 
allocation of resources for the activities within 
that project. By attaching priority to the alloca
tion of re5ources, all projects that use those same 
resources feel the effect of the prioritized project. 

Each project has its own network. Individual 
activities or sections of networks can be linked 
between related projects so that the sequence of 
stage development can be controlled automatically. 
If one of the linked projects is moved in the pro
gram or if work lags, the subsequent stage projects 
automatically change dates. Linking of projects as 
a methodology with multiprojecting provides an auto
mated monitor that reveals when sequenced projects 
require additional resources before the er isis 
develops. For example, the Wallace Interstate 
project consists of an historical relocation proj
ect, a major railroad relocation project, and three 
roadway and structures projects. The programming 
sequence spans five years. Each project has its own 
development network and networks are tied together 
according to many activity relations associated with 
the modeling of work. If the first project is moved 
in the program by management or if the project slips 
due to problems in development as reflected by 
updating by the production staffs, all of the 
subsequent-stage projects are adjusted automatically 
in the calculated finish dates by the MSCS program. 
The impact of the proposed programming decision on 
all of the project stages is automatically carried 
out due to a single start date entry. Further, the 
high resource priorities designated by management 
for the Wallace project have an automatic impact on 
all other projects in the program that use the same 
resource pools, and those projects, if affected, 
will have new start and finish dates calculated by 
the MSCS program. 
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Fgiure 3. MSCS bridge staff report for activity scheduling and update changes. 
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Figure 4. MSCS precoded project development networks. 
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Figure 5. MSCS design or combined location and design control network. 
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Figure 6. MSCS bridge design control network. 
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Figure 7. MSCS precoded intersection design networks. 
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HISTORY 

Idaho's MSCS became operational in January 1975. 
Operational means that the forecasts were used by 
top management for forecasting when a project would 
be ready and for detection of delays. 

In December 1977, management required that 205 
new projects be added to the six-year construction 
program. This new program configuration was based 
on a major increase in state funding as well as on a 
potential major increase in federal funding. The 
project modeling methods at the time required an 
average of four district person hours per project, 
with headquarters proofing, key punching, and cor
recting final errors added to the district time. 
The network activity and resource modeling of the 
205 new projects was going to require at least two 
months in straight-line time. In addition to the 
immediate problem of 205 new projects, the following 
conditions had reached a er isis point in their own 
right. 

1. The system operation had to be compatible 
with the time required for management programming 
decisions. These decisions included adding of new 
projects, switching of category of funding and 
fiscal year of construction, and changes in priority 
between projects of the same fiscal year. Total 
reshuffling of the six-year construction program for 
management trial runs could not have more than 
three-day turnaround for MSCS forecasting. 

2. Production personnel did not have time for 
person-hour type of involvement in estimating ac
tivity durations or resource parameters for initial 
loading of a project into the forecasting system. 

3. Production personnel demanded accuracy in the 
project models and direct correlation to reality. 
Only production personnel possessed the timely 
knowledge for accurate updating of a project. The 
districts agreed that, on any given project, rela
tively few activities had considerable variance, but 
these activities were not predictable on a system
atic basis. 

4. Management thought that all projects, except 
stockpiles and areawide striping projects, had to be 
on MSCS. This would encompass the effective total 
workload of project development. 

Roadway Networks 

MSCS operations were suspended in November 1977 and 
the roadway design assistant devised networks for 
the various types of roadway projects, complete with 
activity durations and resource quantities. By 
telephone and personal contact with the districts, 
the networks were verified and amended as they were 
devised. In consultation with the bridge design 
section, bridge design networks were devised in four 
configurations. For each of the configurations, 
four levels of complexity (variations in activity 
duration times and resource amounts) were coded. 

The four configurations were arrayed in 17 struc
ture design networks so that a single project could 
have up to 17 structures separately identified and 
forecast. The 17 networks were then coded in each 
of the four levels of complexity, for a total of 68 
bridge design networks, complete with activity dura
tions and resources. Three types of environmental 
action were precoded as network legs. Right-of-way 
was precoded in batches of subnetworks that could be 
selected by number of parcels. Utilities, railroad 
encroachments, 404 permits, and materials sources 
were set up as network legs, each with two levels of 
complexity so they could be attached to main net
works if they were needed. 

As the networks, their activity durations, and 
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resources were completed, they were loaded on ROSCOE 
utility libraries in the main computer disc stor
age. At the end of four weeks the entire task was 
completed and we began loading the 205 projects 
based on information that the districts had already 
submitted for programming purposes. In six days all 
of the projects were on the MSCS file and all other 
project fiscal year adjustments had been entered. 
The MSCS file was then run against the MSCS program 
and reports for management were provided in one 
night. 

All project loading since that time has been done 
by headquarters. Districts provide normal program
ming information plus network selection and number 
of right-of-way parcels. 

Upda t ing Scree ns 

Updating screens for input into ROSCOE were devised 
in November 1977 so that district personnel could 
annotate their schedule reports with their updating 
notes and eliminate input forms. These reports are 
collected by the district design engineer and are 
turned over to a terminal operator for entry on the 
ROSCOE screens and transmission by telephone line to 
computer facilities at headquarters. Production 
personnel need change only the days remaining on 
activities that are in progress or they may change 
the future by changing the original durations for 
those activities that are known to have changed in 
complexity but are not yet in progress. Thus, on 
the same report production personnel can adjust the 
future activities that vary from the precoded model 
and show the progress on in-progress activities by 
just changing days of duration. Since the resources 
operate as a percentage of activity duration, the 
resource person-days are automatically adjusted by 
activity duration change. 

CURRENT OPERATIONS 

One production specialist handles all updates, new 
loads, corrections, and reports. Every day 40 new 
projects can be loaded by the one specialist. Nor
mally, only a few new projects occur during the 
week. New projects are loaded from regular program
ming information with telephone confirmation with 
the district on network selection and estimated 
number of right-of-way parcels. A major reshuffle 
of the program for a management what-if situation 
can be run overnight. There have been a few daytime 
turnarounds when management deemed it necessary. As 
a rule, management takes more time to decide on 
proposed changes than the time it takes to make the 
changes and run the MSCS system. 

Production personnel do not have to code new 
projects. After a new project appears on the net
work report, the district and headquarters service 
sections modify the network to fit the actual proj
ect conditions by changing activity durations where 
necessary and calling for additional network legs, 
such as utilities, if they were overlooked. Key 
punching and cards no longer exist since the produc
tion specialist assembles all project models on 
ROSCOE from the ROSCOE utility libraries where all 
precoded networks and special networks legs are 
stored. Updates are transmitted from the district 
datapoint 4530 minicomputers via telephone line 
direct to ROSCOE data set library space set up by 
the production specialist. After updating into the 
MSCS file, the temporary ROSCOE space is cleared. 

Production personnel have the final authority on 
the file input data: activity durations, resource 
amounts, and resource pool limits. District section 
supervisors and headquarters section supervisors 
select the resource limits and have final author-
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ity. Changes in the resource quantities on the 
precoded models as well as resource changes on the 
operating MSCS file cannot be made without district 
concurrence. Any change in resource pool con
straints also requires district concurrence. 

All projects except stockpiles and striping proj
ects are loaded into MSCS. 

Impl eme.ntation and Guidelines for Current Operation 

The district production staffs aided MSCS implemen
tation. Perhaps the biggest reason for the willing
ness of production people to help create the MSCS 
operation was that it gave them the opportunity to 
communicate reality to management. 

The original guidelines for implementation and 
operation have never changed. 

1. The MSCS system is used by top management as 
the only source of earliest ready-for-contract fore
casted dates. The other parameters such as funding, 
project need, geographic distribution, public de
mand, safety, and operation are involved in manage
ment's decision of priority and scheduling, but a 
project cannot be scheduled for contract earlier 
than the earliest MSCS forecast. 

2. Information acquisition cuts across bounda
ries of authority but does not affect the chain of 
responsibility or authority. Information is ac
cepted from anyone at any time by any method of 
communication. The system is not used as a whip and 
thereby contains true information to the best of the 
project development staff's knowledge. 

3. The roadway designer is in sole charge of 
project development and has direct access to top 
management as far as MSCS is concerned. Production 
personnel are the final authority on time and re
sources. 

4. The system is operated on the philosophy that 
the system conforms to the methods and desires of 
production personnel. Operation is constantly 
improved on suggestions from production personnel 
and all improvements must have least inconvenience 
to staffs and reduce the time required by production 
staffs. All reports are tailored to suit the pref
erence of the users. Any request, question, or 
complaint by a production person is acted on immedi
ately and solved to his or her satisfaction. Cor
rections or modifications are made for the us~r. 

Resource Constraint Versus Unlimited Critical Path 

During the first year of operation we found that it 
was important to answer the question, "What is the 
effect of resource constraint versus unrestrained 
resources on each activity?" MSCS, during its pro
gram operation, calculates the resource-unrestrained 
critical path start and finish dates and stores 
these dates on an internal file for use during re
source allocation. Selection of command allows 
subtraction of the resource-leveled finish date from 
the resource-unrestrained critical path finish 
date. The result is shown as negative or positive 
working days. 

We have chosen to name this number level resource 
demand because it is the number of working days 
after (-) or before (+) the critical path late 
finish that is needed to obtain resource availabil
ity for that activity. Thus, an activity that shows 
-42.0 in the LEVEL RES DEMAND column of a report has 
been delayed by 42 working days beyond the unre
sourced critical path late finish due to lack of 
available resources. All scheduling and update 
activity reports, such as the sample of the bridge 
group leader report in the exhibits, have been 
report-formatted to show the level resource demand 
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value. Any production person or supervisor can see 
at a glance which activities will be in trouble due 
to lack of forces during that period of time. 

MSCS Program Capacity 

The most recent MSCS program improvement by MCAUTO 
allows 42 350 activity and resource records to be 
resource-allocated simultaneously under resource 
constraints in one file of projects. Each resource 
record can have 12 resources or work centers per 
activity. We have chosen to allow a maximum network 
size of 999 activities/project. This limits a 
single file of projects to 1296 projects. If we 
chose a limit of 99 activities, the theoretical 
limit would be 46 656 projects/file, which makes the 
resource allocator record limit of 42 350 records 
the controlling factor. 

OPERATION COSTS AND PERSONNEL 

Idaho purchased a paid up license for MSCS from 
McDonnell Douglas and remained in its 1700-member 
user group. The user group maintenance fee obtains 
requested enhancements and new, advanced versions of 
MSCS that are released periodically. The most 
recent release, version 9 .O, reduced the space re
quirement for processing from 1400 virtual K to 640 
virtual K, reduced the central processing unit time 
from 2.5 h to 35 min, and added more commands and 
options, including conditional change. The reduc
tion in time is significant when 638 projects with 
37 500+ activities are under resource constraint. 

The total investment to date, including paid up 
lease, is approximately $56 000. The 1982 mainte
nance fee will probably increase from $3700 to 
$4500. In 1975 the maintenance fee was $1200. The 
personnel commitment and time required to operate 
project development MSCS with statewide updating 
every two months are described as follows: Six 
districts with 4-8 production personnel per district 
with updating responsibilities, for 52.2 person 
days/year. Also needed are a total of 9 headquart
ers personnel from bridge, utilities, environmental 
and mapping, local roads, and right-of-way who have 
updating responsibilities for 24.45 person days/ 
year. Total production personnel time required for 
updating is 76.65 person days/year. 

Along with the time of production personnel 
required for updating, system management and opera
tion requires one full-time engineering systems 
analyst and one full-time data processing production 
specialist at headquarters. The total salary cost 
per year for updating, system management, and opera
tion is $54 000, which at the loaded rate for bene
fits, translates to approximately $72 000. 

It is difficult to quote meaningful costs for 
computer hardware and software use -.because it 
depends on cost-accounting procedure a~d in-house 
facilities that use an IBM 370-158 (VS-1). The 
ROSCOE software is the tool used to handle updating, 
creation of data sets, MSCS operation comma_nds, and 
job control language commands in assembly and sub
mittal to the main machine processing queue. Re
ports are printed on two 1200-line/min printers. 
The cost of ROSCOE, an Applied Data Research Corpo
ration product, is not included in cost of MSCS 
operation because it is used departmentwide. ROSCOE 
is similar to TSO, CMS, and other data-handling 
software. 

Notice: The Transportation Research Board does 1101 e11dorse products or 
manufacturers. Trade and mant1_(acturcrs' names appear in this paper because 
they are considered essential to its object. 


